Babtec.DOK Go
Document control for an effective
quality management system

Various standards for quality management systems (QMS)

document control solution can help you systematically cre-

require companies to control documented information, for

ate the required documentation for your QMS on the one

example ISO 9001, IATF 16949 and ISO 13485. A QMS can

hand, and on the other can assist you in distributing relevant

only be effective if every employee obtains the necessary in-

documents containing up-to-date information to everyone

formation they need to perform their tasks. An integrated

involved in the process within the company.

Minimize expenditure of time and sources of error
Babtec.DOK Go systemizes how you control your documents.

and, above all, in a structured manner, such as process and

The software enables you to manage your documents whilst

work instructions, quality guidelines, standards, process

complying with standards and sustainably minimizes sources

plans, check lists, forms, organizational structures and job

of error in your QM documentation. Create, update, con-

descriptions.

trol and archive quality relevant documents quickly, easily,

Create and manage documents
Create and manage your quality-relevant documents con-

can use existing Office solutions (e.g., Microsoft Word, Excel,

veniently and without great expenditure of time, and thus

Visio, etc.). Generally speaking, any type of file can be con-

ensure that information is always up-to-date at every work-

trolled.

station. When creating the content for your documents, you
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A clear folder structure allows you to keep track of your doc-

Individual access authorizations for each folder ensure that

umentation at any time. And if the folders correspond to the

only authorized persons can access the documents contained

organizational structure within your company, you can reflect

therein – to process, review or approve documents.

the fields of responsibility you have defined at the same time.

Folder structure and documents

In the course of this, the employees responsible for document

Benefit from our flexible role system: If responsibilities in

control do not need to install additional software at their

document control change, for example within a department,

workstations. As long as the employees operate within your

the workflow remains the same and a different user in the

company network, Babtec.DOK Go can be accessed easily via

same role can assume the tasks.

existing Internet browsers.
Different colored labels allow you to classify your documents
You define who is authorized to edit, review or process

flexibly, for example by product groups, processes, projects

certain documents in a workflow. When creating new doc-

and locations. This context-related classification helps you

uments, you can draw on existing workflows, thus saving

retrieve documents more easily.

time during the planning process. The responsible parties are
notified via email as soon as a workflow task is pending. The
responsible employees can also comment on each process
step, such as the review or approval of a revised document.
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Editing template for documents

Distribute documents systematically
Babtec.DOK Go takes care of the paperless distribution of

who has read the new document, and has thus obtained up-

documents for you – eliminating the tedious task of photo-

to-date information, and who hasn't.

copying. Dynamic distribution lists in the software allow you
to determine who is permitted to read documents. Recipients

BabtecQ users have an additional advantage, as the most

can open your documents in any current Internet browser.

current documents are available on the dashboard at any

This ensures that every employee is granted access to the

time. If information is required to complete a task, your em-

information that is relevant for them.

ployees can open the document on the dashboard and read
the information. They can also confirm that they have read

Users can request a read receipt for each new document and

new or revised documents directly in this area.

each new version. This helps the responsible parties track
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Published documents on the central BabtecQ dashboard

Ensure information is up-to-date
Babtec.DOK Go versions and archives your documents in com-

Revised documents are not published in Babtec.DOK Go until

pliance with standards, which provides a seamless document

they have been successfully approved and are thus distribut-

history and thus assists with the associated documentation

ed to the respective employees without requiring any further

of changes. And without additional costs: You can still make

manual effort. To protect information against unauthorized

necessary changes to the content of existing documents in

revisions, valid documents can be converted into PDF files

your usual environment (e.g., Microsoft Word). Once this has

prior to distribution.

been completed, the revised document passes through the
approval workflow, in the course of which the responsible

This ensures that no outdated, quality-relevant information

persons review the revisions prior to approving the new doc-

is circulated within your company.

ument version.
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Babtec.DOK Go
At a Glance

− Systematic and standard-compliant creation, management and control of quality-relevant documents as part

− Traceable and extensive document history with commented process steps

of your quality management system
− Automatic distribution of approved documents, with
− Accessible within your company network via any current

optional read receipts

Internet browser (e.g., Edge, Chrome, Safari, Firefox) –
without having to install additional software at your
workstations
− Flexible folder structure adapted to your organizational
needs with individual access authorizations
− Content for documents is created using the usual Office
applications (e.g., Microsoft)

− Saves time and costs for photocopying and distribution
while minimizing potential for error
− Company-wide and automatic availability of current,
controlled information at your workstations
− Employees gain easy access to valid documents and
information relevant to their tasks – using an existing
Internet browser or via saved dashboard views for

− Automatically includes metadata from document

BabtecQ users

control to Word documents, such as version numbers,
approvers and validity periods.

− Scalable use, from single workstations to company-wide
document control solutions across locations

− Unlimited and freely definable organizational criteria for
flexible labeling of documents (e.g., divisions, processes,
projects and similar criteria)
− Links to other applicable documents
− Central definition and management of approval workflows incl. responsible editors, reviewers and approvers
via user roles
− Responsible editors, reviewers and approvers are automatically notified via email
− Documents are managed in freely definable views incl.
extensive filter criteria
− Standard-compliant versioning and archiving of controlled documents
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Let Us Advise You
Individual Consulting
We would be happy to introduce you to the module in a
personal appointment in which we can show you how our
solution can optimize your processes. In doing so, we record
the current status and explain the further procedure.

Make an appointment

Our solutions
Are you interested in further modules that support your processes even better? Just have a look around on our website.

To the website

Overview of our services
Would you like to get an overview of our entire range of products? In the current overview we present you our software
solutions and services.

Download PDF
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Babtec Informationssysteme GmbH
Clausenstraße 21, 42285 Wuppertal
T +49 202 4960-0
Branch offices
Altmarkt 10c, 01067 Dresden
Lehrer-Wirth-Straße 2, 81829 München
Marie-Curie-Straße 14, 78048 Villingen-Schwenningen
Clausenstraße 21, 42285 Wuppertal
Babtec Österreich GmbH
Maria-Theresia-Straße 51, 4600 Wels
T +43 7242 224357-00

info@babtec.de
www.babtec.de/en
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